Creative Submission: For the Androgynous
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Hail the androgynous
The coming of the heavens
In the duality and unity
The wisdom of two worlds
Bestowed unto one heart
To the pixie cuts and long shags
Drop “Who are you?” as a threat
And take the question as challenge
Wrap yourselves in the bright and pale
Cast your iron in no mold
Let their questions turn inwards

A prayer for the androgynous
For all light is divine and sacred
Let them not bade in darkness
For there a pitfall for a soul
Awaits with quagmires of self doubt
But in the raptures of confidence
The blades of truth will wave
In the triumphs of deep respect
But yield to the garden of life’s follies
For the bloom of one single rosebud
In everlasting rebirth of self love